
GRAMMAR 
The ferocious bear growled loudly. 

 
NOUN:             bear          -  naming word 
VERB:             growled    -   doing word  
ADJECTIVE:   ferocious  - describes the naming  
            word 
ADVERBS:      loudly       - describes the doing  
                                             word   

There are different types of sentences that  you can 

use:  

A simple sentence is one clause or one idea:  

My horse stood under the tree. 

It tells the reader:    

       What is happening— stood 

       Who or what is doing the action—  My horse 

       Where it is happening  - under the tree 

A compound sentence is more than one clause 

(idea) joined by a conjunction such as: and, but, or 

My horse stood under the tree and she whinnied       

    to her foal. 

 

SPELLING 

 Look           Sound          Word            Words 

                               Family            Grow 

 

Spelling Knowledges 

Phonological Knowledge:  

Can I hear all the sounds in the word? 

Visual Knowledge: 

Are there any tricky parts in the word? 

Is there a part of the word I already know? 

Morphemic Knowledge:  

How do I want to change the words? 

 

Record the Sounds You Hear 
We won’t always know how to spell a word so this is 
what we do: 
- Stretch the word – m---oth—er 
- Listen to each section NOT every letter 
- Write down what you hear – make sure it is in order 
- Re-say the word over and over as you write each 

part down. 
- The word could look like: m -u—th-u 

A note to mum and dad: These words may be left 
uncorrected in student writing. 

 
PUNCTUATION  

Start every sentence with a capital letter and end a... 
Statement with a        .        full stop.    
Command with an      !       exclamation mark! 
Question with a         ?       question mark?  
 

VOCABULARY 
Words  in the story make pictures in the brain. 

Stars sparkle!        The boy wailed! 
Read a picture story book every night and explore the 
words that we don’t use when we talk. 

TWO FINGERS PINCH THE 

TOP 

THIS FINGER LIES UN-

DERNEATH AND THE 

PENCIL SITS ON TOP. 

ROLL YOUR OTHER  

FINGERS UNDERNEATH HOLD YOUR PENCIL LIKE 

EDITING YOUR WRITING 
If you see this message from your teacher it means you need 
to:  
- Correct your spelling                    - Use a Capital Letter . C 

- Add  a  word C  ^                         - Use full stops  . 
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    DECODING: READING STRATEGIES 

WRITING 

Using the Seven Steps to make my writing more entertaining 

For : Narratives, Persuasive, Reports, Recounts 

Step 1: Plan for success  

Can you map a story on the story map? Can you find a story that begins 

with the action, slowly builds up the tension and ends on a real high point?   

Step 2: Sizzling Starts  

Good stories begin when the action starts. They start with some dialogue, start 
with a BANG! Use humour, make the reader curious or create a moment of 

change. When you begin this way you capture your readers’ attention.  

Step 3: Tightening Tension 

Authors use their senses to make the reader feel they are right there. They tell 
the reader what characters can see, taste, feel, touch and hear.   

 

Learn to write great sentences: 

You can write a… 
Statement:  simple or compound sentence                   My horse stood under the tree.  

         My cat ran and the dog barked. 
Command:   an instruction    Stop!        Put it away! 
Question: asking or inquiring                 Can you see my dog? 

 

A note about sentences.. 
A simple sentence is one clause or one idea (My horse stood under the tree): It tells the reader: 
What is happening           - stood 
Who or what is participating          -  My horse 
Where it is happening           -  under the tree 
A compound sentence is more than one clause (idea) joined by a conjunction: and, but, or 
My horse stood under the tree and she whinnied to her foal. 

QAR - Question Answer Relationship 

Right There The answer is found 

right there in the text. 

The answer is on one 

place in the text. 

‘According to the passage’ 

‘How many…?’      ‘Who is…?’ 

‘Where is…?’        ‘What is…?’ 

Author and Me

 

The answer is not written 

in the text. Readers need 
to think about the text and 
what they know already in 

their head. 

‘I think that…will happen next 

because…’ 

‘The author’s message /point 

of view is…’ 

Think and 

Search 

  

  

The answer is in the 
text. Readers need to 

put together different 

parts of the text to find 

the answer. 

‘The main idea’     ‘What caused…?’ 
Compare…’         How do you…?’ 
What could…?’    What happened to…?’ 
How many times…?’ ‘ What examples…?’ 
Where did…?’ 

On My Own

 

The answer is not in the 
text. Readers need to use 

their own ideas and experi-
ences to answer the ques-

tion. 

‘Have you ever…?’ 
‘In your opinion…?’ 
Do you agree…Why?’ 
Do you know anyone 
who…?’ 
How do you feel about…?’ 

 

Predicting 

What will come next in the 
sentence, in the story, in the 

next chapter? 

 

Making Connections 

What did I know before and 
how does this and the new 

information fit together? 

 

Inferring 

What do the words the author 
is using tell me about what I 

am understanding? 

 

Create Images 

How are the words making 
pictures in my head? How can 
I use my senses to understand 
what the author is saying? 

COMPREHENSION 


